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Background 
• NICE recommends structured and integrated psychological 

therapy, with group and individual sessions for people with 
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD).  These 
‘comprehensive’ treatments last at least 12 months. 
 

• Only 1% of people with BPD have access to these, and 25-
40% entering treatment do not complete. 
 

• Briefer, manualised interventions have been developing. 
These use psychological knowledge to develop coping skills 
and adjustment. 
 

• Previous systematic reviews of psychological therapies for 
BPD  show few trials of interventions of less than 6 months 
duration and unable to draw conclusions of effectiveness. 

 
Aim 
To carry out a systematic review to assess whether there is 
evidence  that brief interventions for adults with BPD are 
effective. 

Preliminary comments 
• Protocol published (PROSPERO reg. CRD 42017063777) 
• This review identified 26 studies of interventions of less than 6 

months duration, significantly more than the 12 identified in 
Cochrane Review (Stoffers et al. 2012)  

• Variable levels of bias within studies, many studies having high 
attrition rates and missing data on levels of attention between 
groups 

• Primary outcomes for analysis are BPD symptoms, mood, levels 
of self harm and suicidal behaviour and health service use.  
Analysis will examine whether individual sessions, comparison 
to passive or active control, or intervention type impact 
effectiveness 

 

Next steps 
• Complete strategy for meta-analysis (see above & protocol) 
• Present study and results at PD national conference in April 

2019 
• Share conclusions with local clinical and operational leads to 

inform service development in Cambridgeshire & Bedfordshire 
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Study protocols n=90 

Studies reporting follow up 
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Intervention Type 

Brief Intervention Categories 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Selection bias (randomisation)

Selection bias (allocation)

Detection bias (blinding)

Attrition bias

Allegiance bias (treatment developer)

Adherence bias (supervision + adherence)

Attention bias

Reporting bias

Contagion bias (adjunctive treatment)

Risk of Bias 

Unclear Low High


